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programmatic advertising
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Reach Germany's decision-makers, high-value B2B target groups and cover exciting B2C topics

IQ DIGITAL PORTFOLIO DATA EXTERNAL DATA PARTNERS

NATIONAL NEWS

NEWS & 

MAGAZINE

WIRTSCHAFT 

& FINANZEN

B2B-

FACHMEDIEN
FORSCHUNG

SPECIAL

INTEREST
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More than 300 segments cover a wide range of topics from the B2B and B2C sectors - and can be adapted to suit

requirements on request

AND MANY MORE TARGET GROUPS…

C-Level SMEs Industry 4.0 New Energy
Business 

travel

Entertainment Automotive Travel Banking
Healthy

Lifestyle
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From contract to billing: we make it as easy as possible for you
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05

Contract

We provide you with a clear 

framework agreement

Consulting, selection & creation

Based on your briefing we create 

the appropriate segments

Provision

The data is pushed to the 

DSP seat you want to use

Activation

You activate the target 

groups in your 

Programmatic Deals

Accounting 

You will receive a monthly 

invoice from us based on the 

impressions achieved

DATA EXCHANGE
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DataExchange Framework Agreement

Topics such as DSGVO, data protection or consent do not 

always have to be complicated. With iq digital, you play it 

safe when purchasing data.

Before we start working with you, we set out 

transparently in a standardized framework agreement 

which data we will provide, how the purchased data will 

be used, and how billing will take place.

Data protection and security for your data purchase at iq digital
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Our experts are on hand to help you find the optimal target groups for your campaign 

requirements.

Our team is at your disposal

Our targeting managers select the right 

combination of segments or create completely 

custom ones - so your campaign gets the 

targeting data it deserves.
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The segments are provided directly in the desired DSP, the target groups are immediately available for activation

DSP network

We work with the ecosystems with 

the widest reach and are continuously 

expanding our network.
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Your customized segments are now ready - Address your target group at exactly the right 

moments

Reach iq digital target groups programmatically

Users of Germany's leading leading media and 

highest-quality portals - make sure you communicate 

with the relevant target groups in your programmatic 

campaigns, too, with DataExchange.
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Based on the delivered ais we create a monthly invoice - without minimum sales or other obligations 

Usage based payment

Our automated billing is impression-

based, based on the users reached 

with our segments and independent 

of the segment size. This means you 

only pay for what you have used for 

your campaign.

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE
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We are looking forward to hearing from you

iq digital media marketing gmbh | Toulouser Allee 27 | 40211 Düsseldorf | info@iqdigital.de | www.iqdigital.de

Senior Manager Data & 

Analytics

BJÖRN SINGER

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Toulouser Allee 27

40211 Düsseldorf

+49 211 887 2352

bjoern.singer@iqdigital.de

Data Manager

MINWAN LI

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Toulouser Allee 27

40211 Düsseldorf

+49 151 7461 2256

minwan.li@iqdigital.de

Data Analytics Manager

NILS FRANK SCHMIDT

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Toulouser Allee 27

40211 Düsseldorf

+49 211 887 2379

nils-frank.schmidt@iqdigital.de

mailto:info@iqdigital.de
http://www.iqdigital.de/

